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USP Chapter 3 - Processes

I Process Id and State

I Fork

I Wait

I Exec

I Critical Sections

I Assignment for Week 2, Process Chains and Process Fans



Process Id and User Id

I All process information is accessed by process id.
I getpid - get process id
I getppid - get parent process id

I User and Group id is used for assigning and checking access
privileges, eg, file access permissions.

I getuid - get real user id
I getgid - get real group id

I Effective user and group id is for assigning or checking access
permissions on behalf of another user or group

I geteuid - get effective user id
I getegid - get effective group id



Process State

I new - while process is being set up

I running - has processor

I ready - ready and waiting to have processor

I blocked - waiting for IO event

I done - while process is being torn down

I process context switch is the act of removing a process from
the running state and replacing it with another

I kernel mode - OS is using the processor to manage processes
and manage resources on behalf of processes

I system call - invoking an OS service request

I Process state changes at interrupt or during a system call, in
kernel mode, and by the scheduler



Process Context

I code, stack, registers, program counter

I memory and memory management information

I IO status, waiting for event, caught a signal, etc.

I resources (open files, locks, etc.)

I process state, user and process id, privileges

I scheduling parameters, accounting information



The ps process status command

I Lots of goodies about processes

I See p64

I Try it on your system

I How many of the long display items make sense to you?



Fork

I Calling process is the parent

I Child process uses the same code text

I Fork returns -1 if fork error, 0 if child, child pid if parent

I Child created with a copy of the memory image and resources

I Child has distinct address space (initialized with the memory
image copy)

I No data memory sharing between child and parent



Fork examples pp65-66

I Example 3.5 p65 - parent and child execute same code but
each have their own x variable

I Example 3.6 p65 - parent and child execute different code by
testing result of fork system call. Notice what happens on fork
failure.

I Exercise 3.7 p66 - Why does getpid system call return a
different value than recorded in the mypid variable?



Process Chain, Program 3.1 p67

I The fork in a loop creates an ancestral chain of processes

I How does the code keep each parent from creating more than
one child?

I Who is executing each time through the loop?

I What happens when fork fails and is that a reasonable action
on error?

I Exercise 3.8 - do the process messages come out in order of
the index i? Why or why not?

I Important - use fprint to stderr so error or debugging
messages appear immediately instead of buffer-delayed.



Process Fan, Program 3.2 p68

I The fork in a loop creates a fan of processes

I How does the code keep each child from creating any
children?

I Who is executing each time through the loop?

I What happens with fork fails and is that a reasonable action
on error?



Exercise 3.10 p69

I What happens when you replace the loop test with (== -1)
instead of (<= 0)?

I Only fork errors should break

I You gotta try this.

I Why don’t you get a full binary tree with 8 leaves for n == 4?

I Give a simple and clear explanation of the figure 3.4 outcome.



What and what not does Child inherent from parent?

I Remember - you gotta read the man page for fork,
because you’ll never remember these details. And it’s not
trivial.

I Yes inherits - environment, memory image, privileges

I Yes inherits some resources - open files and devices

I Yes priority and scheduling parameters. Each child competes
for CPU in its own right.

I No - not process id and not parent process id (of course)

I No - CPU usage reset to 0

I No - any parent locks

I No - any parent alarms

I No - any pending signals in the parent

I A user can hog CPU time by creating more processes - explain
this!



wait and waitpid

I You gotta check the main page for the correct details of these
calls.

I The point is you are responsible for your children

I Responsibility involves dealing with their lives, their work, and
their resources.

I wait(NULL) in Example 3.12 waits for a child (but not all)
and you’re not interested in the status.

I waitpid(-1, NULL, WNOHANG) in Example 3.13 waits for all
children and you’re not interested in the status, and you don’t
block if status is not available.

I In Example 3.15 p73 while(wait(NULL) > 0) waits for all
children



wait and waitpid

I The textbook seems to recommend that you use the restart
variations of wait and waitpid to properly deal with
interruption by signals while waiting.

I Process resources are not released until somebody has done a
wait for them.

I If you don’t properly wait for children they can become
zombies

I Recall, zombies are orphans adopted by the init process
(process 0 or 1) that periodically waits for them so resources
can be cleaned up.

I There are many good examples in section 3.4 on how to use
wait and waitpid. Use them and the man page to make sure
you are handling your children responsibily.



exec

I The exec system call allows you to replace the code of a child
with entirely new code.

I exec replaces the entire process image: code, variables, stack,
and heap.

I Resources inherited in exec are listed in Table 3.3 p83.

I Inheritance of the environment depends on the particular exec
variation

I exec only returns only if unsuccessful.

I There are 6 variations of exec and they all differ only in the
way the command line arguments and the environment are
passed.



Background processes and daemons

I Command line background processes are initiated by putting
an & at the end of the command line.

I You can’t cntl C a background process unless you bring it
back into the foreground (using the fg command).

I A daemon is a background process that runs indefinitely (eg,
a service like the printer daemon)

I Program 3.7 p85 shows how to code the backgrounding of a
process for your shell.



Critical Sections

I Processes must have exclusive access to shared resources to
avoid interference and consequently corruption.

I The portions of code in which processes access shared
resources are called critical sections.

I Programs with critical sections must be sure not to violate the
mutual exclusion requirement.

I Locking is a cooperative way to assure mutual exclusion, but
it requires correct cooperation (ha).

I Unix uses daemons like printer servers with message passing
to assure mutual exclusion requirements are met. (In OS
terminology these are monitors).



Section 3.8 Exercise: Process Chains

I Assignment 2; Looks like fun.



Section 3.9 Exercise: Process Fans

I Assignment 3.



I Done.


